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Professor Monica Brand Engel

• Social entrepreneur and investment professional who is 

passionate about creating market-based solutions to bring 

value to the majority

• Principal Director, Frontier Investments, an early stage equity fund that 

invests in innovative technologies and disruptive business models that 

expand financial inclusion

• Career in venture capital, financial services and social sectors  

(Development Fund, Calvert Special Equities, Anthuri Ventures, Accion)

• Board experience includes Compartamos Bank, GloboKasNet, Paralife

Holdings, LeapFrog Investments and Mobile Transactions Zambia Ltd

• MBA and MA in Ed from Stanford University

• Half Peruvian, married with twins, resident of Mt Pleasant (NW DC)
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Frontier Investments: New Models in Financial Inclusion

Standardized systems that 
increase the efficiency  and 

reliability of high touch, 
paper intensive microfinance 

models
E.g. core banking systems, 
risk management, business 

process outsourcing 

 Financial products 
and services that 

address demands at 
the BoP beyond 

microcredit
E.g. microinsurance, 

housing, energy 

Payment systems 
that extend outreach 

of financial services to 
customers more 

cheaply, conveniently 
and securely

E.g. mobile banking, 
prepaid or smart 
cards, ATMs, etc

Focus on disruptive technologies and business models in 3 core sectors

Financial 
Inclusion

Technology

DistributionProducts
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Why Are We Here?  Big Problem / Opportunity at the 
Base of the Economic Pyramid (BoP)

BOP Market:  Four billion 

people earning $3000 or less 

represent a $5 trillion global 

consumer market
Total addressable 
BoP market 
(commercially 
viable): 3.4bn 
people

167MM

279MM

501MM

964MM

1,513MM

575MM – lowest income 
segment earning <$1/day
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Sources: “Impact Investments: An emerging asset class”, JPMorgan (Nov 2010).  “The Next 4 Billion”, World Resources Institute (2007)
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New Paradigm for Poverty Alleviation

World Bank Development Marketplace: “A Silicon Valley for 
Development to foster innovation”.  What does this mean?
• Disruptive business models:  identify and overcome the 2-3 

bottlenecks to bring an idea to market and scale 
• Fail fast mentality:  take risks, learn from mistakes, get up and run
• Flat structures built from the ground up; develop capacity as you 

grow
• Human + financial capital:  people and $ are as important as ideas
• Ecosystem:  not a coincidence that VC concentrated in Silicon Valley 

+ Route 128
• Think big:  venture capital is about taking big bets, hitting a homerun
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Case in Point: Microfinance
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Take risks, learn from mistakes, get up and run

1973:  First microenterpirse loan in Brazil 

1983:  First international network of microfinance institutions 

1985: First microloan guarantee fund: Bridge Fund

1992: First private commercial bank for the poor: BancoSol

1992/3:  First Equity Funds for Microfinance: Profund and Gateway Fund

1994:  First MFI diagnostic tool: CAMEL

1996:  First microfinance bond issue: BancoSol

1999:  Palm Pilot paperless microcredit 

2000:  Accion Expands into Africa 

2003:  Accion Investments in MF

2004:  Accion founds Council of Microfinance Equity Funds

2005: Accion expands into India and China

2006:  Gateway Microfinance   Infrastructure Fund

2007:  Compartamos IPO

2008:  Frontier Investments
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Think Big:  Tiny % of MFIs Serving Most

Sources: Meehan, Jennifer “Tapping the Commercial Markets for Microfinance.” Grameen Foundation, Feb 2005 and 2007 MicroCredit Summit Campaign Report

86% of all clients

9% of all clients

3% of clients

2%

Tier 1 
≤2%

Tier 2
~10% of all MFIs

Tier 3
~17% of all MFIs

Tier 4
~71% of all MFIS

Serving 
>>

Tier # of Clients MFI Characteristics:

1 Over 100,000 Mature, well-known with strong operational track records. Most are regulated. 

2 10,000 -100,000 Successful, smaller, younger, less well known. At or near profitability. Nearly all NGOs

3 2,500- 10,000 Young, lack capital, weak systems. Approaching profitability. Nearly all NGOs

4 Under 2,500 Unprofitable MFIs, Start-ups, post conflict settings, weak institutions or MF is not focus
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A Huge Unmet Demand for Financial Services

Source: The Next Billion Consumers, BCG, 2007Number of financial excluded households in millions

• Microfinance has grown at a rate of 20-30% per year, but still only reaches 150MM people

• 1-2 billion adults at the BoP are un/underserved by formal or semi-formal financial services
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How Do We Close Supply Gap? 

CHARTING A NEW PATH

• The microfinance business model is still in its infancy, and there are 

significant bottlenecks to continued expansion of financial inclusion

• Though there is still opportunity in the traditional microfinance model, the 

industry is evolving and we must look beyond to anticipate what future 

success will look like in expanding financial inclusion
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Disruptive Innovation

Custom Built, People 
+ Paper  Based Technology

Standardized + shared  
platforms (off-the-shelf; 
outsourcing), credit scoring

Capital and Cash 
Intensive Distribution

Technology-enabled 
branchless banking (mobile, 
cards + point of sale)

Limited Product Offer New Products
Microinsurance, housing, 
energy , education & other 
beyond microcredit

Bottleneck Lever Breakthrough

Impact 
Investing



Spotlight: Vindhya E-Infomedia Pvt. Ltd 

Business Overview

Impact: Financial + SocialInvestment Rationale
• As of June 2011, employing 97 differently-abled individuals 

(95% of all production staff): provides employment and 
training opportunities, helping achieve self-confidence, 
respect and independence

• Trailing twelve month revenues of $500,000; Expected to 
significantly increase over next few quarters

• Emerging area “Impact Sourcing” may offer very significant 
market growth opportunity

• Exit Strategy: Strategic sale; Expected time-frame 2015-
2017 

• Expansion capital for infrastructure, recruiting and new 
customer acquisitions

• Frontier brought on business planning consultant to help 
develop scale-up strategy and projections

• MBA student working with Frontier  designed template for the 
company to track its KPIs

• Institutionalising the company’s processes and systems and 
helping firm transform from a family run business to a 
scalable enterprise

• Lowers cost of financial service delivery for MFI customers,
thereby increasing productivity, affordability and outreach

• Unique “differently-abled” employee base dramatically
reduces attrition rate and training costs compared to industry
averages

• Generates employment for the disabled; provides employees
with savings accounts

• Indian market opportunity: Vindhya captures less than 1% of
its potential $183M addressable market

Frontier’s Value Add
Closing date: March 2011
Sector: Tech - BPO
Geography: Bangalore, India
Deal Source: Frontier network

• India-based BPO provider of data processing and entry 
services to global and local companies

• Majority of employee base are differently-abled

• Expertise in niche segments, e.g. MFI sector

• Clients include Ujjivan, Janalakshmi, Swadhaar,  Yahoo!, 
Wipro

© Not to be reproduced without explicit, written consent of Accion International
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Business Building

Company Sector Geography Breakthrough Innovation Performance

Products –
Micro-
insurance

Latin 
America 
(Mexico,
Colombia)

• Offers microinsurance for low income 
populations and the disabled

• Through its platform and product suite, 
Paralife provides turnkey, scalable 
solutions to financial and retail partners

• $300K 12 month 
revenue

• >1M policies sold
• >70 distribution 

partnerships

Distribution 
– Payments

Latin 
America 
(Peru)

• Provider of transaction capture, processing 
and settlement services to banks, MFIs, 
NGOs and companies seeking cashless 
payment solutions

• Trains & equips network of agents to 
provide all services of a bank branch or 
ATM

• $1.2M 12 month 
revenue 

• >200K monthly 
transactions in Q3

• Nearly 50K users

Technology 
– Business 
process 
outsourcing

Asia (India) • Provides BPO services to MFIs and other 
clients in global and local markets

• Only company of its kind to recruit  mainly 
differently-abled employees 

• $500K 12 month 
revenue

• 97 differently-
abled employees

Distribution 
– Mobile

Africa 
(Zambia)

• Offers interoperable mobile based payment 
solution to reduce costs and enhance 
efficiency for clients

• Uses a widespread agent network as 
distribution channel for its financial services

• $1.2M 12 month 
revenue 

• >25K transactions 
per month in H1

Vindhya
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Enabling Environment

Uncoordinated 
Innovation
• Disparate 

entrepreneurial 
activities / 
business models

• Disruptive 
Innovators

• Limited 
competition

Marketplace 
Building
• Centers of activity
• Common 

language/ metrics
• Infrastructure
• Reduced costs

Capturing 
Value
• Growth of 

mainstream 
players

• Leverage fixed 
costs of entry

• Specialization

Maturity
• Steady state
• Consolidation
• Decline?

Industry Evolution

Source: Freidrich + Fulton, Investing for Social and Environmental Impact

Impact Investing Microfinance
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Appropriate Resources

2010 HNWI 
market demand 

for impact 
investing:  $105 -

$135 bn, 
over and above their 
philanthropic giving.

Source: Money for Good survey, 
May 2010
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• Investments intended to generate social + 
economic value alongside financial return

• JP Morgan and Monitor Institute 

Impact 
investing

• Movement based on the belief that financial 
innovation can be used directly to help 
society’s neediest people

• Economist: Financial Innovation and the Poor

Social 
finance

• Broad set of business activities focused 
on the 4 billion people living on < $2 / day.  

• Monitor Institute

Base of   
Pyramid

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Impact Investing:  Investments intended to generate social and economic value alongside financial returnJP Morgan and Monitor Institute Social Finance: Movement based on the belief that financial innovation can be used directly to help society’s neediest people. Economist: Financial Innovation and the PoorBase of the Pyramid: Broad set of business activities focused on the 4 billion people living on less than $2 / day.  This market includes potential consumers, producers, partners and innovators



Interest level : impact beyond financial return

• Almost $US 4 billion 
planned for investment 
over coming years

• Impact investments to 
constitute 5-10% of 
portfolios in 10 
years(for institutional 
and individual 
investors, respectively)

19

6%
19%

75%

Talk But No 
Action
About to Take 
Off
In Infancy & 
Growing

State of the Current 
Impact Investing Market

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
6% talk > action 19% about to take off 75% infancy + growing 
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What’s driving the  interest?

• Market meltdown:  back to basics, value-based investing

• Political uncertainty:  focus on capital preservation + 
knowing investments

• Increased awareness of global issues (global warming, Arab 
spring etc)

• Hybrid solutions:  blended or shared value (HBR Jan 2011)

• Professionalization of the industry (rush of private sector 
talent into the space; proliferation of funds; formalization of 
social enterprises etc)

• Younger generation inheriting parents wealth

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Market meltdown:  back to basics, value-based investingPolitical uncertainty:  focus on capital preservation + knowing investmentsIncreased awareness of global issues (global warming, Arab spring etc)Hybrid solutions:  blended or shared value (Jed Emerson; Porter  + Kramer, HBR Jan 2011)Professionalization of the industry (rush of private sector talent into the space; proliferation of funds; formalization of social enterprises etc)Younger generation inheriting parents wealth
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Impact Investing: Still “Green”

New players entering cautiously
• Lack of real track record, outside of microfinance and 

clean tech
• Fragmented industry
• Thin pipeline (human capital gap huge issue)
• Product concentration (heavily fixed income and later 

stage)
• Enabling environment (private equity – let alone 

venture capital – still nascent, though changing)
• Lack of standardized approaches / dissemination of 

lessons learned
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Applicable Lessons from Traditional Venture Capital

Venture Capital is a useful framework for differentiating an 
exciting idea from a profitable business and an industry game 
changer.  

The things venture capitalists look at will be what we cover in this 
class:
• Business model: clear, compelling value proposition;  well defined 

market; defensible comparative advantage; sustainable revenue 
model

• Stakeholder skills + alignment:  management, co-investors, board
• Enabling environment:  regulation, political + macroeconomic 

climate
• Financial return: investment terms, deal structure, exits
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Venture Capital Process

Screening + Diligence

Structuring

Monitoring & Value Add

Exits / Return
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• Is venture capital a good framework to think about 
innovation in the social sector?  What are the benefits and 
what are the limitations?

• What makes an investment an “impact investment” and 
how does it differ from traditional private equity in emerging 
markets?  

• What are the benefits and downsides of the impact 
investing field trying to mimic or tap mainstream markets?  

• What is the difference between microfinance and financial 
inclusion?  What can we learn from microfinance in 
building successful business models that serve that poor?  
What are its limitations? 

Discussion Questions
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How relevant is Venture Capital as a model for 
breakthrough innovation in Financial Inclusion?

Applicability Limitations
Early stage (pre breakeven) 
companies

Timeline to exit

Picking winners Family run biz/economies 
Industry/sector focus Capital market 

development
High risk/return profile Hurdle rates /IRRs
Structures to align incentives Rule of law
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Investing in individuals.
Improving our world.
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